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Vision loss and visual hallucinations:
the Charles Bonnet syndrome

Around half the people presenting with
acquired severe sight loss will at some point
experience visual hallucinations. This is a
little-known fact, not only amongst patients,
but also amongst a significant number of
health and eye care professionals. The
condition is known as Charles Bonnet
syndrome (CBS) and is named after the
naturalist who first described this phenomenon
in 1759.
Although visual hallucinations can be
unsettling, current ignorance and lack of
information about the condition lead to even
greater distress in patients. They may believe
that they are suffering from a mental condition,
such as dementia, and that they are losing
not only their sight, but also their mind.
The Royal College of Ophthalmologists1
and the Macular Disease Society (MDS)2
have now initiated a campaign to increase
awareness of CBS amongst eye care staff.
The many case studies collected by the
MDS, such as the following, all tell a
similar story.
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Around half the people suffering from
severe visual loss will experience visual
hallucinations. BOtSWANA

Features of CBS
CBS occurs mostly in people who have
developed severe visual loss in both eyes
involving central vision. This situation is
especially likely to occur in developing
countries, where people may wait for sight
loss before consulting and where advanced
bilateral cataract is common. Causes of
severe visual loss include:
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Information and
reassurance
There is currently no treatment for CBS.
However, health care personnel can still play
a crucial role in alleviating anxiety experienced
by patients, by informing them about the
condition and reassuring them on their
mental state. The eye care team may offer
the following reassuring statements3,4:
• It is estimated that 50–60% of people
suffering from severe visual loss will
experience visual hallucinations.
• These visual hallucinations seem to abate
after a while, usually after 18 months for
60% of patients.
• The visual hallucinations are a purely
visual symptom and are not due to any
mental health problem.
• Although there is no treatment, some
patients find ways of controlling their
hallucinations or of distinguishing
between a real sight and a hallucination.
‘Tricks’ reported by sufferers include:
going into a brighter environment, creating
a distraction, looking directly at the
images, some form of eye movement, etc.
(not all of these suggestions may work
for all patients).

Conclusion
It is particularly important that all staff know
about CBS, including receptionists, so that
they do not turn patients away needlessly or
doubt the veracity of their statements (or
indeed their sanity).
A recent survey showed that, amongst
those suffering from CBS: 60% feared
being labelled as insane if they admitted
to hallucinations, only 30% had ever
revealed their condition to anyone else,
and 30% lived in fear of impending
insanity.3
CBS is still largely under-recognised,
and further awareness of the condition
can only encourage patients to report their
fears. It is also important to forewarn
patients that such hallucinations may
occur.
Once informed, patients will not be so
anxious about their mental health. They may
develop ways of managing their hallucinations and may become more confident in
using their residual vision.
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